
The General Practice Tab - GP Connect 

 
The PPM+/Leeds Care Record platform has been updated to make improvements to the GP tab. The GP data which is found on the ‘General 
Practice’ tab within the Single Patient View will now provide you with a richer set of GP information using the NHS Digital’s GP Connect product.  
 
Through previous clinical engagement, it has determined that the GP Connect product is richer in content than the previous product used (MIG2), 
and has features such as linking medications to problems and encounters which clinicians find useful.  

GP Connect summary page 
 

 

 
This table compares the previous (MIG2) GP summary page to the new (GP-Connect) summary page; 
 

PREVIOUS 
General Practice (MIG2) 

NEW 
General Practice (GP-Connect) 

The net result is that this page will 
always be a page you need to scroll to the bottom, 
because there is a vast amount and useful data. 

(Allergies and Last 3 encounters) 
 

Tip: Using your keyboard, press: CTRL + F to open a 
search box and type the particular item you are searching 

for. 

Current Problems (Major only) Summary messages incl. warnings 

Current Meds Active Problems and Issue 

Allergies Current medication issues 

Recent tests Current repeat Medications 

 Current allergies and adverse reactions 

 Last 3 Encounters 
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Left Hand Menu 
 
The GP-Connect tab has a left hand menu, in the same way the previous General Practice (MIG2) tab had. 
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Allergies 
 

 
 
This option contains the same information as the previous General practice (MIG2) tab had. 
 

Clinical Documents 
Ignore this option - it has been incorrectly mapped and will be removed when development resourcing allows 
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Encounters/Events 
 
This option is a major improvement to the previous General Practice (MIG2) tab. Consultation summary notes are now viewable: 

 
If a user wants to know why a patient is on a particular medication, tracing the initial issue date, to the encounter on that date will provide context. 
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Medications 
The layout of this page compared to the previous General Practice (MIG2) page appears quite different, but actually contains the same 
information, often in more detail. 
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GP Connect displays in a single page which means a user will usually need to scroll down a very long page to get all the information (TIP: CTRL 
+ F to open search box) 
 
The order of the GP-C page is; 

 Summary messages incl. warnings  

 Current medication Issues 

 Current repeat Medications 

 Past Medications 
 
However the beauty of this page is that medications are usually linked to a problem, giving a richer insight as to why the patient has been 
prescribed specific medications. 
 
NB. Be aware that the order of the columns in the GP Connect Medications view varies between sections. 
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Observations 
 
In the previous General Practice (MIG2) tab, ‘Observations’ is just blood pressures recorded over time. GP Connect ‘Observations’ is enormously 
richer, but the detail can be overwhelming and a user will usually need to scroll down a very long page to get all the information. (TIP: CTRL + F 
to open search box) 
 
 

 

Outpatient Referrals 
Contains similar detail to what was displayed on the previous General Practice (MIG2) tab. 
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Problems/Issues/Diagnosis 
Another very rich set of information, unfortunately meaning that a user will usually need to scroll down a very long page to get all the information. 
(TIP: CTRL + F to open search box) 
 

 
  
Again, problems are linked to medications. 
(TIP: Users have reported that being able to take the date a problem is recorded, and navigate to the Encounters entry for that date can be 
enormously useful in obtaining a holistic view of the interaction between GP and patient) 
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Procedures 
This page usually only includes Immunisations, but again the detail is richer than the previous General Practice (MIG2) page. 
 

 
 
 


